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Abstract
In mountainous regions, rockfall is a typical geological disaster which might bring immense casualties
and economic losses, but also endanger the safety of civil engineering construction. Many tunnels are being
built in the southwest of China, thus a comprehensive assessment for rockfall risk is needed. For this purpose,
in this paper, based on normal cloud model theory, we created a multi-index evaluation model for the rockfall
risk assessment. Then, according to previous research and specific geological conditions, potential tunnel
dangers are classified into four ranks, and some geological factors are considered as the principal factors.
In order to fully express the opinions of experts, the qualitative indices were quantified by continuous value
scale. Moreover, the value of each index is determined by expert scoring. In view of different evaluation
units, we used the normalization method to make geological indices dimensionless. And three numerical
characteristics (Ex, En, and He) were calculated by the cloud generator algorithm with MATLAB. In this
study, we assigned the weight of indices by simple dependent function to avoid the influence of subjective.
Finally, by means of a normal cloud generator, we determined the integrated certainty grades. To ensure the
accuracy of the normal cloud model method, it was tested in rockfall cases in Jiefangcun tunnel. And the
results obtained by the cloud model method are in good agreement with the practical situation. Moreover,
the results are better than those of the AHP-FUZZY and artificial neural networks methods after comparison.
The cloud model-based method realizes a multi-criteria assessment of the rockfall risk in tunnel portal
section and provides a practical guide on safe tunnel construction for similar projects.
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Introduction
In recent years, increasing casualties and economic
losses as a result of unexpected extreme environmental
conditions have been noticed [1, 2], and rockfall is one of
*e-mail: xygxieagle@163.com

the most serious geological hazards in mountain valleys,
tunnels, and highways [3, 4]. Rockfall is a common type
of rapidly moving landslide that greatly endangers the
safety of tunnel construction [5-7]. In southwestern China,
many tunnels have been built under limited geological
conditions. Moreover, rockfall is the most common
cause of landslide catastrophes in mountain areas of
Sichuan Province [8]. Therefore, it is crucial to predict the
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occurrence probability of rockfall to ensure the safety of
tunnel construction and normal operation of railways in
southwestern China.
For trouble in quantifying the vulnerability, the lack
of collected data, and the nature of rocks in a specific site
[9-10], a lot of research has been carried out regarding
rockfall risk in recent years. Specifically, in view of the
influencing factors of rockfall hazards varying by project,
a large number of outdoor experiments for rockfall have
been carried out to test the main factors, for example the
effects of rockfall volume [11], the size and shape of
rockfall, fall paths, and trajectories [12-14]. Additionally,
some other research has also assessed the risk of rockfall
by using terrestrial lasers [1], GIS3D software [5], and
remote sensing spatial-temporal analysis [3].
In the past few decades, related studies have been
carried out in various fields, such as mines, highways,
road rock cut slopes, and scenic spots [3, 5, 9, 10, 15],
proposing a great deal of methods and methodologies, for
instance the analytic hierarchy process (AHP), the neural
network (NN), the fuzzy mathematics theory (FMT), and
so on [16-19]. And an overview of qualitative rockfall
hazard assessment used in underground rock engineering
was provided [20].
However, only several methods have been applied
to assess the risk of rockfall in the slope of tunnels and
highways. According to Russell, the Rockfall Hazard
Rating System (RHRS) was created by adding geological
and climatic factors [21]. Wang [22] found a quantitative
rockfall risk assessment (QRA) applied to a slope and
adopted a first-order second moment (FOSM) for an
explicit assessment of uncertainty. Based on extensive
field studies and the lumped-mass method, the stability
assessment of the rockfall has been presented in Gökgöl
tunnel by means of numerical analyses [23]. Ye [24]

Fig. 1. Study area and geological condition of Songpan, Sichuan.
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provided a new evaluation method for the hazard grading
of the rockfall at the slope segment of the tunnel entrance.
Gao [17] raised an intelligence method for rockfall risk
assessment based on a rough set and neural network to
reduce the complexity and improve accuracy.
But the above-mentioned methods have their
limitations. Most studies assign the weight of indices
failing to avoid the influence of subjective and ignoring
geotechnical uncertainty. Moreover, most studies cannot
take multi factors into account. They evaluate the risk of
rockfall by combining consequences and probability of
the rockfall collapsing, but do not consider the reliability
of evaluation results. Hence, there is a need to propose a
multi-index comprehensively evaluation system in tunnels
to assess the risk of rockfall by using normal cloud model
theory.

Study Area
Chenglan railway is located in China’s Sichuan
and Gansu provinces, which has 33 newly constructed
tunnels. The total length of all tunnels in this railway is
472.819 km, and there are 13 tunnels whose length is
more than 10 km. Moreover, the geological conditions
are extremely complex, and a great number of disasters,
such as landslides, earthquakes and flooding, often occur
during tunnel construction.
The Jiefangcun tunnel is situated in Songpan county,
about 200 km north of Chengdu, the capital of Sichuan
Province (Fig. 1). The Jiefangcun tunnel is 3.8 km long,
making it one of the longest railway tunnels between
Chengdu and Lanzhou. The buried depth of the tunnel
ranges from 52 m to 601 m. The main geological formations
crossed by the tunnel are limestone, sandstone, phyllite,
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and mudstone. The study area lies within the eastern edge
of the Tibetan Plateau, where terrain is incised intensely,
and hills near the study area range from 2,370 m to 3,026
m in elevation. Moreover, intense erosion and weathering
processes along the mountains have created a cliffy
topography where the gradient ranges from 30° to 85°.
In addition, the toe of high-steep slope above the tunnel
portal section is encircled by National Highway No. G213.
In order to ensure the safety of tunnel construction and
reduce casualties and economic losses, the normal cloud
model method has been applied to Jiefangcun tunnel. A
brief risk assessment of rockfall hazards in the tunnel
portal section is included in this paper.

Methodology

2

The concepts of rockfall hazard have various
uncertainties, such as randomness and fuzziness. For
example, the time rock will slide or fall and spatial
distribution of rockfall are random, and the fuzzy bounds
of affecting factors of rockfall hazard are difficult to be
precisely defined. Thus, it is essential to introduce the
cloud model to discuss the randomness and fuzziness
of rockfall hazard. Cloud model theory was proposed in
1995 by Professor Li based on the study of probability
and fuzzy sets theory [25-27]. Probability theory used
normal distribution as an approximation to deal with
random uncertainty, and the fuzzy sets theory uses
normal membership function to reveal many fuzzy
concepts. Cloud models can describe the inherent
relationship between randomness and fuzziness and
implement transformation between qualitative concept
and quantitative characteristics. At present, cloud models
have been researched in-depth and successfully applied
to a lot of fields, for example simulation, evaluation,
geological forecast, image processing, and other areas
[28-30].

The Basic Definition of Cloud Model
The cloud model is a new graphic model that pictures
the randomness and fuzziness of a concept to make it
more concise and clear through comprehensive analysis
[31]. Some quantitative numbers are adopted to represent
qualitative concepts, and the cloud generator makes the
uncertainly conversion between numbers and concepts
much easier, as a powerful means of the cloud model.
Specifically, the definition is that X is the universe of
discourse and Y is a qualitative concept connected with X.
If the quantitative number x belongs to X and x is a random
instantiation of concept Y, the certainty grade μ(x) for x
belonging to Y is a random variable with a stable trend.
The parameter μ(x) can be estimated as:

µ : X → [0,1]

∀x ∈ X → µ ( x )

meaning to describe a qualitative concept. Moreover,
the production process of cloud drops represents the
uncertainty of conversion between qualitative concept and
quantitative values. And the fuzziness and randomness of
concepts are reflected in the certainty grade of cloud drops.
Undoubtedly, cloud theory provides a feasible method that
could build a connection between qualitative concepts and
quantitative numbers.
Studies have shown that the normal cloud model is the
most universal cloud model and a large number of random
phenomena meet the normal distribution approximately
[23]. If there is a number x ∈ X is a random realization
of the concept Y and satisfies x ~ N (Ex, En'2) and
En' ~ N (En, He2), the certainty grade of x belonging to
concept Y satisfies:

(1)

The distribution of x is defined as cloud and each x is
called cloud drop. The cloud drop is a tool as a quantitative

µ ( x) = e

− ( x − Ex )2
2( En ')

(2)

Then the distribution of x on universal set X is called
the normal cloud, and each x is defined as a normal cloud
drop.
Cloud Generator, Numerical Characteristics
and Algorithm
Three numerical characteristics are essential to the
cloud model: Ex, En, and He [32, 33], wherein Ex is the
expectancy of cloud drop which is the best characterization
of a qualitative concept. En is the entropy, depicting the
randomness and fuzziness in the concept and also reflecting
the granularity scale in the distribution. Hyper-entropy,
He, the entropy of En, is used to measure the uncertainty
of the membership degree and reflect the degree of
dispersion of the cloud droplets. In addition, He describes
the relationship between fuzziness and randomness clearly
and controls the aggregation of a cloud drop.
By means of the cloud generator, cloud models make it
possible to achieve bi-directional transformations between
the intension and extension of a qualitative concept.
The cloud transformations consist of the normal cloud
generator(NCG) and the backward cloud generator(BCG).
Moreover, the NCG realizes the transformation from the
qualitative concept to the quantitative characteristic; in
contrast, the BCG implements the transformation from the
quantitative characteristic to the qualitative concept. The
cloud transformations make it much easier for simulation
of the human cognition process by computer. As many
cloud drops as we require can be produced if the three
quantitative characteristics are obtained.
The normal cloud generator algorithm can be displayed
in algorithm as follows [34]:
a) Calculate expectation En and the standard deviation
He;
b) Generate a normally random number En' with expectation En and standard deviation H: En' ~ N (En, He2);
c) xi is a quantitative value of the qualitative concept,
generate a normally random number xi with expectation
Ex and standard deviation En': xi ~ N (Ex, En'2);
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d) Calculate certainty degree of quantitative values:

µ ( xi ) = e

2
− ( xi − Exi 2)
2( En ')

;
e) Generate a cloud drop with the certainty degree μ(xi)
and the normally random number xi;
f) Repeat steps (a) to (e) until n required cloud drops are
generated.

Risk Assessment of Rockfall Hazards
The process of risk assessment of rockfall hazards
based on the normal cloud model is shown in Fig. 2.
Firstly, the geological information is collected, then the
assessment index system and levels could be determined.
Second, the three characteristics are calculated and cloud
drops are built in a graphic way by the normal cloud
generator with MATLAB software. Third, a simple
dependent function is used to assign the weight. Then,
according to the measured date and weight, the certainty
grade of each level and the comprehensive certainty grade
are obtained by the normal cloud generator, and the risk
level of rockfall can finally be determined.

Fig. 2. The process of rockfall risk assessment based on normal
cloud model.

Assessment Index System
Influencing factors of rockfall in a tunnel portal
section is extremely complex, consisting of engineering
factors and geological factors. Engineering factors are
mainly used in dynamic risk assessment. Therefore,
only geological factors are considered in this paper as
engineering factors are unnecessary for rockfall risk
assessment in static evaluation. Geological factors can be
divided into geological conditions and hydrogeological
conditions. Considering all the geological factors, the
main factors include the following 10 indices belonging
to three aspects: the characteristics of rockfall, slope
condition, and natural environment (Fig. 3).

Assessment Index Levels
At present, rockfall hazards lack detailed risk
assessment in a tunnel. In this paper, according to the
results of previous studies [24, 35] and geological
conditions of specific project, risk assessment levels
of rockfall are divided into four levels: extraordinary
stability (I), stability (II), less stability (III), and instability
(IV) (Table 1).
Assessment indices should be quantified or corrected
after assessment index levels are determined. According
to the expert grading method, the qualitative geological
indices are quantified by continuous value scale.
Specifically, continuous value scale can fully express the
opinions of experts compared with discrete value scale.
The value of each index was determined by expert scoring
(Table 2).
In rockfall shape, rounded and oblate-shaped blocks
travel longer distances than others down the slope,
followed by square-shaped blocks. Therefore, we adopted
the idea that (0~25) represents oblate or rounded rocks,
(26~50) represents bulk rocks, (51~75) represents column
rocks, and (76~100) represents schistose or tapered rocks.
In rockfall shock types, (0~30) represent the rocks are
slide and collapse; (31~50) represent the rocks are slide
and roll; (51~70) represent the rocks collide with each
other and bounce; (71~100) represent the rocks are fall
and tumble.
In slope shape, (0~25) represents linear slope and the
height is below 0.1 m, (26~50) represents convex slope
and the height is 0.1-0.3 m, (51~75) represents concave
slope and the height is 0.1-0.3 m, and (76~100) represents
slopes with convex top and concave bottom with height
above 0.3 m.
In slope lithology, (0~25) represents very hard rockfall
with integrated structure, (26~50) represents hard rockfall
with integrated structure, (51~75) represents fractured
rockfall with non-integral structure, and (76~100)
represents very fractured rockfall with non-integral
structure.
In vegetational cover, (0~60) represents exposed
bedrock or excavation surface is hardened; (60~80)
represents fewer slope deposits consisting of some rock
block, and less vegetation that is mainly grass; (80~90)
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Fig. 3. Multi-index evaluation system of rockfall assessment in a tunnel portal section consisting of geological factors.

represents slope deposit thickness less than 1.0 m, and
vegetation consisting of many shrubs and few trees; and
(90~100) represents thick slope deposits, with vegetation
consisting of many shrubs and many trees.
In view of the different evaluation units, the
normalization method is used to make indices
dimensionless, turning specific values of standard levels
into account proportion. After normalization, the variation

tendency of the primitive value is maintained. The result
means that the smaller the value, the lower the risk;
it is normalized using Eq.(3). This formula should be
calculated as [36]:

ci' =

ci − ci min
ci max − ci min

(3)

Table 1. Rockfall risk assessment level parameter.
Assessment index

I

II

III

IV

Rockfall shape

Oblate

Blocky

Columnar

Schistose or tapered

Rockfall shock types

Slide and collapse

Slide and roll

Collide and bounce

Fall and tumble

Rockfall height (m)

0~20

20~50

50~100

>100

Slope gradient (°)

0~35

35~50

50~75

>75

Slope shape

Linear, slope height
is below 0.1 m

Convex, slope height is
0.1-0.3 m.

Concave, slope height is
0.1-0.3 m.

Convex top and
concave bottom slope
height is above 0.3 m

Slope lithology

Very hard rockfall
with integrated
structure

Hard rockfall with
integrated structure

Fractured rockfall with
non-integral structure

Very fractured rockfall
with non-integral
structure

Weathering degree of
slope

<5%

5%~15%

15%~30%

>30%

Rockfall diameter (m)

<0.3

0.3~1.0

1.0~3.0

>3.0

Maximum daily
precipitation (mm)

0~25

25~75

75~250

>250

Vegetation cover

Exposed bedrock, or
excavation surface is
hardened

Fewer slope deposits
consisting of some rock
block, and less vegetation
that is mainly grass

Slope deposit thickness
is less than 1.0 m, and
vegetation consists of
many shrubs and few trees

Thick slope deposits,
and vegetation
consists of many
shrubs and trees
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Table 2. Normalized standard of rock fall risk assessment level parameter classifications.
Assessment index

I

II

III

IV

Rockfall shape

0~0.25

0.25~0.5

0.5~0.75

0.75~1

Rockfall shock types

0~0.3

0.3~0.5

0.5~0.75

0.75~1

Rockfall height (m)

0~0.1

0.1~0.25

0.25~0.5

0.5~1

Slope gradient (°)

0~0.35

0.35~0.5

0.5~0.75

0.75~1

Slope shape

0~0.25

0.25~0.5

0.5~0.75

0.75~1

Slope lithology

0~0.25

0.25~0.5

0.5~0.75

0.75~1

Weathering degree of slope

0~0.1

0.1~0.3

0.3~0.6

0.6~1

Rockfall Diameter (m)

0~0.075

0.075~0.25

0.25~0.75

0.75~1

Maximum daily precipitation (mm)

0~0.067

0.067~0.25

0.25~0.83

0.83~1

Vegetation cover

0~0.6

0.6~0.8

0.8~0.9

0.9~1

Conversely, the result means that the larger the value,
the higher the risk; it is normalized using Eq.(4).

ci' =

ci max − ci
ci max − ci min

(4)

In the formulas, ci' is quantitative standard value
of assessment index i. ci max and ci min are the maximum
and minimum quantitative standard value of assessment
index i.

Assessment Numerical Characteristics
Each variable has a boundary: [Bi min, Bi max], and
numerical characteristics can be expressed as [37]:

Exi =

Bi max + Bi min
2

 Ex2 − Ex1
, i =1


3
Eni = 
 Exi +1 − Exi , i ≥ 2

3


He = k

(5)

(6)
(7)

If a variable has only a single boundary such as
[– ∞, Bi min] or [Bi max+ ∞], its default boundary parameter
and Exi can be determined by the value of the upper and
lower bounds. Then cloud parameters would be calculated
by Eq.(3). He, which is the last digital characteristic of
the cloud model, can be set as an appropriate constant k
(k<0.5), and its value is 0.01 in this paper.

Assessment index Weight
In fact, the weight of each index is not absolute, but
relative. And the weight should vary with specific data.

Therefore, we introduced a simple dependent function
[38, 39] to determine the weight of indices in this paper.
The simple dependent function is derived from the
extension theory; furthermore, the relevancy between
geological factors and rockfall risk can be determined
quantitatively by dependent function. And the concept
of distance in real variable function is extended to
the concept of distance as the basis for the transformation between qualitative concept and quantitative
characteristics.
Let ci be the i index for the risk of rockfall hazards,
Ni be the j level of risk assessment, vi be specific data
values for each index, and Vij = (aij, bij) be the numerical
range of the index ci for level Ni. Then rij is the “distance”
of the date vi from the range Vij. The main calculation
steps for simple dependent function are as follows:

aij + bij
 2(vi − aij )
, vi ≤

2
 bij − aij
rij = 
 2(bij − vi ) , v ≥ aij + bij
i
 bij − aij
2


(8)

In the formula, i = 1, 2, …, n; j = 1, 2, …, m. Then:

rijmax (vi , Vijmax ) = max{rij (vi , Vij )}
j

(9)

The larger level that index ci belongs to, the greater the
weight it should be given. The weight of index ci for level
Ni can be expressed as:

 jmax × (1 + rijmax (vi , Vijmax )), rijmax (vi , Vijmax ) ≥ −0.5
ri = 
 jmax × 0.5, rijmax (vi , Vijmax ) < −0.5
(10)
In contrast, this formula should be expressed as:
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Fig. 4. Cloud for each evaluation factor established by the normal cloud generator. a) Rockfall shape, b) Rockfall shock types, c) Rockfall
height, d) Slope gradient, e) Slope shape, f) Slope lithology, g) Weathering degree of slope, h) Rockfall diameter, i) Maximum daily
precipitation, j) Vegetation cover.
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j

M = ∑ µ ai

(13)

i=1

In the formula, μ is the certainty grade of an assessment
level and ai is the weight of index i.

Results and Discussion
We chose the Jiefangcun tunnel portal section as
the study area. The main region and index parameter of
dangerous rocks above the tunnel entrance is shown in
Fig. 5, Table 3, and Table 5.
Based on the cloud model method, the process can be
carried out as follows:
1) Based on the normalization method, the rockfall index
parameters are normalized by using Eq.(3) or Eq.(4),
and the computed values are shown in Tables 4 and 5.
2) In view of the simple dependent function, the weight
of indices of rocks are taken as 0.331, 0.475, 0.426,
0.464, 0.338, 0.509, 0.678, 0.582, 0.306, and 0.509,
respectively.

Fig. 5. The main region of dangerous rocks that remain prone to
cause disasters above the Jiefangcun Tunnel entrance.

(m − jmax + 1) × (1 + rijmax (vi , Vijmax )), rijmax (vi , Vijmax ) ≥ −0.5
ri = 
rijmax (vi , Vijmax ) < −0.5
(m − jmax + 1) × 0.5,
(11)


a
 1
 a2

 a3
 a4

a =  a5
a
 6
 a7
a
 8
 a9

 a10

The weight of index ci is:

ai =

ri

n

∑ ri

(12)

i =1

Generation of Normal Cloud Model
The normal cloud model of rockfall in a tunnel portal
section can be set up using the normal cloud generator
(Fig. 4). The certainty grade of each level of rockfall risk
assessment in a tunnel portal section is calculated by the
K ( a1Then,
) = [0combining
.331 0.475
.426
0.464
normal cloud generator.
with 0the
simple
dependent function, the integrated certainty degree M can
be calculated as follows:

P1

P2

P3

P4

P5

0.078

0.031

0.079

0.022

0.054

0.104

0.062

0.105

0.060

0.054

0.070

0.064

0.084

0.048

0.083

0.076

0.067

0.089

0.079

0.105

0.023

0.058

0.042

0.068

0.066

0.078

0.092

0.079

0.089

0.081

0.104

0.123

0.105

0.119

0.108

0.054

0.108

0.032

0.140

0.108

0.047

0.055

0.047

0.054

0.049

0.078

0.092

0.079

0.089

0.081

P6 
0.067 
0.090 

0.077 
0.048 

0.081 
0.090 

0.119 
0.140 

0.054 

0.090 

(14)

K ( a1 ) = [0.331 0.475 0.426 0.464 0.338 0.509 0.678

0.338 0.509 0.678 0.582 0.306 0.509]

(15)

Table 3. Dangerous rock index parameters above the tunnel entrance.
Assessment index

p1

p2

p3

p4

p5

p6

Rockfall shape

Cuboid

Flat or cone

Square

Flat or cone

Plate

Cuboid

Rockfall shock
types

Bounce, fall

Slide, roll

Collide with
each other

Slide, roll

Slide, roll

Collide and
bounce

Rockfall height

60 m

57 m

82 m

50 m

96 m

43 m

Concave,
slope height
is 0.3 m

Concave,
slope height
is 0.2 m

Convex top and
concave bottom,
slope height is 0.4 m

Concave,
slope height
is 0.24 m

Slope shape

Convex top and
Convex, slope
concave bottom, slope height is 0.2
height is 0.35 m
m

Slope gradient

58°

48°

45°

45°

55°

40°

Rockfall Diameter

0.3

0.5

0.1

0.6

0.5

0.6
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Table 4. Normalized results of dangerous rock index parameters above the tunnel entrance.
Assessment index

p1

p2

p3

p4

p5

p6

Rockfall shape

0.50

0.15

0.65

0.15

0.30

0.55

Rockfall shock types

0.70

0.30

0.70

0.30

0.30

0.50

Rockfall height

0.30

0.25

0.41

0.28

0.48

0.21

Slope shape

0.75

0.46

0.68

0.46

0.80

0.60

Slope gradient

0.64

0.53

0.50

0.50

0.61

0.44

Rockfall diameter

0.70

0.50

0.90

0.90

0.50

0.40

Table 5. Normalized results of index parameter of the tunnel
entrance.
Assessment index

Tunnel entrance

Normalized
value

Slope lithology

Crushed rock
with non-integral
structure

0.50

Weathering degree
of slope

Moderate degree

0.50

Maximum daily
precipitation

120 mm

0.37

Vegetation cover

Vegetation
consists of some
shrubs and few
trees

0.83

3) Based on the obtained normal cloud model method and
the weight of indices, the numerical characteristics and
the certainty grades can be discerned by the normal
cloud generator by using Eq.(13).
4) The evaluation results of rocks are presented in
Table 6.
The results of the proposed cloud model-based
method were compared with that of AHP-FUZZY [18,
40] and Artificial Neural Networks (ANN) methods
[19, 41-42]. In the AHP-FUZZY model, the weight was
assigned by the Analytic Hierarchy Process method, and
the priorities of each index were determined according to
experts’ opinions. Fuzzy theory was introduced to address
the imprecise index system. Then a comprehensive
evaluation vector was established by performing the
fuzzy operation between the set of fuzzy weights and
the fuzzy relationship matrix. On the other hand, in the
ANN model an artificial neural network was established
with three layers. The input and output layers represent
independent variables and dependent variables of the
system, respectively. Moreover, the hidden layer is used
to perform the transformations. Specifically, the input
layer has 10 neurons and the output layer has four neurons
in this study. Furthermore, ANN is used for estimating
outputs about the levels of assessment by using the inputs
of rockfall shape, slope gradient, rockfall diameter and
other seven factors. In short, the calculated results of the

normal cloud model method, AHP-FUZZY, and ANN are
listed in Table 6.
In Table 6, each rock can be generally classified within
four status levels from low to high. Considering the overall
results of the cloud model method, the levels of rock p1,
rock p2, rock p3, rock p4, rock p5, and rock p6 are IV, III, III,
III, IV, and III, respectively. Thus, we can conclude that
the cloud model-based approach achieves transformation
between qualitative and quantitative analysis. For
example, the rockfall height of rock p1 was 60 m, which
should belong to III grade according to Table 1, and we
obtained the results in rockfall height by the normal
cloud generator: μI = 0, μII = 0.0176, μIII = 0.0833, μIV =
0.0002. Therefore, the results by quantitative analysis are
μIII > μII > μIV > μI. Then we can come to the conclusion that
rockfall height of rock p1 more likely belongs to grade III,
likely belongs to grade II, and almost impossibly belongs
to grades I and IV, since the conclusion is consistent with
the qualitative analysis.
Furthermore, by indicating the degree of certainty
belonging to each risk level, the certainty degree provides
more detailed information. For example, the level of rock
p3 is more likely to be III than the level of rock p2 and
rock p6, because the certainty degree of level IV of rock p3
(0.4699) is higher than that of rock p2 (0.4048) and rock
p6 (0.4355).
In this paper, the collected data are enough for the
assessment. If the available information for the risk
assessment is very limited in similar projects, probabilistic
models, interval models, and imprecise probabilities should
be considered [43-47]. Specifically, when all parameters
are collected as random variables, probabilistic models are
proposed; for cases in which all parameters are collected
as interval variables, interval models have behaved with
some favourable features; when parameters are described
by random variables and interval parameters, respectively,
imprecise probabilities with components of fuzzy set
theory can be quite helpful. But the results are usually
conservative as a result of the consideration of extreme
events.
Generally speaking, results of five rocks (p1, p2, p3,
p5, p6) from the various methods are exactly the same,
except for rock p4, because the methods for calculating
the weight are different. Therefore, the data in Table 6
show high consistency of the results between the proposed
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Table 6. Risk evaluation results of rockfall in tunnel portal section.
The integrated certainty degree
M (I)

M (II)

M (III)

M (IV)

The normal cloud
model method

AHP-FUZZY
method

The ANN
method

p1

0.0001

0.0782

0.4715

0.4864

IV

IV

IV

p2

0.0735

0.2417

0.4048

0.0789

III

III

III

p3

0.0002

0.0937

0.4699

0.1402

III

III

III

p4

0.0742

0.2444

0.3802

0.1417

III

III

IV

p5

0.0184

0.1556

0.4345

0.4817

IV

IV

IV

p6

0.0016

0.2737

0.4355

0.0065

III

III

III

Rock

Fig. 6. Verification by practical situation.

normal cloud model and other two methods. Considering
that the calculation of the proposed method is quicker and
simpler, the normal cloud model method is better than
AHP-FUZZY and artificial neural network methods.
During the construction of Jiefangcun Tunnel, rockfall
occurred in the portal section. Rock p1 and rock p5 fall
along the escarpment due to prolonged rain seriously
interrupted traffic at the tunnel entrance. Moreover, some
gravel around rock p4 moved down the slope (Fig. 6).
Fortunately, it did not cause any casualties. Therefore, the
evaluation results obtained from the proposed method are
generally in good agreement with the practical situation in
Jiefangcun Tunnel.

Conclusions
Rockfall is a typical geological disaster in mountainous
regions that is especially serious in southwestern China.

Based on normal cloud theory, in this paper a multi-index
evaluation system is presented to systematically evaluate
the risk of the rockfall hazards for tunnels in Sichuan
Province.
Moreover, according to previous research and specific
geological conditions, the potential dangers in the tunnel
are classified into four ranks, and some geological factors
such as rockfall shape and slope gradient are considered.
In order to fully express the opinions of experts, the
qualitative indices are quantified by continuous value
scale, and the value of each index is determined by expert
scoring. And then the weight of indices is rationally
assigned by a simple dependent function. Finally, based
on the three numerical characteristics calculated by the
cloud generator algorithm with MATLAB, cloud drops
were generated and the integrated certainty grades were
determined.
The cloud model method was tested in rockfall cases
in Jiefangcun Tunnel and the results by the present
method are in good agreement with the practical situation.
Moreover, the result is compared with those of AHPFUZZY and artificial neural networks methods as well. In
view of the fact that some potential rockfall is still perched
on the slope above the portal section of Jiefangcun
Tunnel, some proper rockfall protection designs should be
applied to mitigate rockfall disasters, such as constructing
protective wire nets and building rock fences.
Applying our findings to Jiefangcun Tunnel showed
that the proposed method is feasible both in theory and
practice. Thus, the cloud model-based method provides
a practical guide on safe tunnel construction for similar
projects. In this paper, we introduced the one-dimensional
normal cloud model into rockfall risk assessment.
Considering the successful application of the present
model, two-dimensional and multi-dimensional cloud
modeling strategies are worth exploring in rockfall risk
assessment or other applications.
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